SILEX CRGI

The SILEX CRGI sends information each time a noteworthy event occurs. Between events, it stays in sleep mode
and barely consumes any power. The beacon reports its position whenever she receives network coverage. In
addition to GPS coverage, the Deveryware platform automatically geolocates the SIM card on the network of
the operator in question. The accelerometer detects three main events: start, move and stop. When moving,
tracking is performed according to a user-defined pace. During sleep periods, a “periscope” mode will force
the SILEX CRGI to “wake up” and geolocate itself at regular intervals.
Use case
Tracking of goods and vehicles and for other professional
missions for securing property and persons.
Advantages
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Range of integrated technologies (anti-jamming)
Remote configuration of profiles
Ergonomically designed casing
Extended autonomy
IP 67 watertightness
FEATURES

Supplier:

Deveryware

Tracking technologies:

GPS/GLONASS/Cell-ID/Radio/Iridium

Communication network:

GSM (SMS)/GPRS/VHF/Iridium

Antennas:

Built-in

Communication direction:
Coverage:
SIM card slot:

Bidirectional
France/International
Yes (SIM)

Dimensions/Weight:
Battery capacity:

L x W x H: 153 x 59 x 43 mm/280 g

ADVANTAGES:

Real-time tracking, long autonomy, watertightness, remote control.

Battery Life up to 18 months depending on uses
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The SILEX CRGI beacon offers extended autonomy and can recognize its surroundings as well as adjusting to
mission changes. It has been engineered to take full advantage of the tracking capabilities of GPS, cellular
GSM, radio and iridium (continuation of localization of the beacon outside the coverage of terrestrial networks
of electronic communications operators). This beacon has been detailed and field-tested insensitive and
demanding situations.

